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ABSTRACT
The amount of research in the area ofmass transfer of air as a bubble in hydraulic
fluid or lubricant is very limited. There are only a few studies on the interaction of oils
with air, especially knowledge of air solubility of the oil and diffusivity ofdissolved air in
oil, namely aeration. This paper will study the effect of aeration on a direct acting
hydraulic valve lifter system in an internal combustion engine. Aeration is, primarily,
influenced by hydrodynamic factors such as, design features of the oil system and the
physicochemical characteristics of the oil. The direct acting hydraulic valve lifter
(DAHVL) was introduced to the automotive industry because of some definite
advantages, such as acoustic improvement and friction reduction. Although, the
aforementioned, advantages ofDAHVL are significant, the aeration effect due to
hydraulics creates a challenge. Aeration stems from compressibility ofair in oil. It is a
fact that the incompressibility of the oil hydraulically maintains all components of the valve
train in contact. Therefore, aeration tends to create separation between the valve train
components. This separation creates certain effects on the dynamic performance.
This paper has concentrated on 3 major specifics: how oil aeration affects engine
operation (via a linear math model compared to experimental data), a brief discussion on
what variables inherent in the design could significantly improve the system's robustness
to aeration effects (experimental only) and on what causes aeration (theory).
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I. INTRODUCTION
MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY
Modern passenger car engines are designed to operate at increasingly higher
engine speeds with more internal parts (e.g. multi-valve engines, Ref. Figure 1.1.)
requiring lubrication. Therefore, a good lubricated system is essential for optimal engine
performance and longevity. This is especially true ofdirect acting hydraulic valve lifters
(See Figure 1-4). There are five valve train configurations (See Appendices- page 81) and
over 70% of all engines use overhead valve mechanisms with the direct acting hydraulic
valve lifters (DAHVL).
DAHVL
CAMSHAFT
COMBUSTION
CHAMBER
Figure 1-1 BMW 2.5L DOHC In-line 6 engine showing the Direct Acting Hydraulic
Valve Train (168 horse power) [25].
If the engine oil contains a high amount of free air, oil aeration, which is most probable at
high engine speeds (See Figure 1-2), the overall valve train stiffness (mechanical and
hydraulic) will be reduced. The stiffness of the hydraulic volume is proportional to the
bulk modulus of elasticity of the oil, and depends on the geometrical design of the
chamber [3]. Aeration influences several hydraulic system parameters, such as:
reduction in the modulus ofbulk elasticity of the oil
slows down the rate of transmission ofhydraulic impulses in the control system
reduces the stability of the oil film
reduces the delivery capability and head of oil pumps
accelerates oil oxidation and interferes with heat transfer in oil coolers
Aeration can be created in several ways. As oil passes through a circulating
system air is entrained into the oil. As shown in Figure 1-2, the level of oil aeration
increases with increasing engine speeds, [5]. For example, at high speeds, the oil
circulates quickly through the engine as it operates , thereby, allowing less time for the air
to escape from the oil when in the oil sump [6],
The focus of this investigation is aeration effect on the DAHVL system using a
linear model to simulate the valve train behavior. Aeration reduces the hydraulic stiffness
of the system, therefore using a nonlinear model would not predict the aeration any
better. This thesis will concentrate on the aeration effects at various conditions, which can
be determined accurately using a linear model. There have been other effects that have
been studied for system dynamics, but not aeration. Aeration is one ofmany parameters
that could effect the system's behavior. Previous work have studied frequency response
to system dynamics under various conditions. Those studies did not investigate the
effect of aeration on the response to the system dynamics. System dynamics can be
studied from several different parameters. However, there are very few papers that have
studied the aeration effects. In that regard, this investigation is a new area of research.
System dynamics can be influenced by many characteristics. System dynamics is not a
new area of research, but aeration is a fairly unfamiliar area of research in system
dynamics. Another uniqueness to this studied, is that, it studies, in particularly, the
DAHVL (See system configurations in the Appendices).
Oil Aeration Level Evaluation
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Figure 1-2 Typical Oil aeration Level versus engine speed
Many times aeration is created in a vehicle by internal system means. The
movement of the crankshaft could increase the amount of oil aeration if the level of the oil
is too high in the Crankcase. Air could potentially be mixed into the oil every time a part
of the crankshaft plunges
into"
the oil. Theoretically, a certain small amount of air can be
entrained in the lube oil depending on pressure and temperature conditions. When the
maximum quantity of entrained air is exceeded, small air bubbles can separate from the
fluid. If the amount of dissolved air is below this maximum and the pressure is reduced
with a steep negative gradient, it is also possible for air bubbles to be separated from the
oil, which will, likewise, reduce the elastic modulus of the oil (this is the effect of
aeration). Generally, a hydraulic fluid should have very low compressibility, but motor oil
is often mixed with air, making the fluid compressible. Another effect of aeration on the
DAHVL system is it limits the engine performance.
The linear model used in this research is quite common for a direct acting hydraulic
valve train system. It was used to simulate hydraulic stiffness of the valve train via lift loss
(maximum displacement). In other words, the model used in this study emphasized the
relative movement of the HEA plunger to HEA (Hydraulic Element Assembly) body and
the valve tip to the valve head displacement (See Figure 1-4). The model demonstrates
aerated fluid effects on the above components via maximum displacement change.
The dynamics test mentioned in this thesis was conducted using a measurement
device called aMicro MotionMass FlowMeter. The Micro MotionMass FlowMeter
weighs fluid in motion. (See Figure 2-12). The Coriolis force is the only significant force
used in the Micro Motion method ofmass flow determination and is described by the
following equation:
F=2mxv (1.1)
As engine manufacturers continue to strive for improved performance, durability
and fuel economy, an assessment and reduction ofoil aeration is a primary concern.
LITERARY SURVEY
Aeration is a not a new topic to the automotive industry. This topic has been
investigated for years by several automotive companies since 1987. In 1987, Delphi
Energy and EngineManagement System, formerly known as AC Rochester, started the
work on aeration measurement. In 1990, Mitsubishi Oil Co. and Tokyo Roki Co., Ltd
developed a compact separator, named VORTORON to investigate aeration effect. In
1990 INAWalzlager Schaeffler KG developed a system to study the performance of
hydraulic lash adjusters with regard to valve train noise being affected by aeration[10]. In
1993, P. Porot and J. Trapy, of Institut Francais Du Petrole, developed a numerical
computer simulation to study the effect of aeration of oil on valve trains equipped with
hydraulic lash adjusters[l].
DEFINITION OF AERATION
The hydraulic valve lifter is a maintenance- free component. Its only enemies are
air, dirt and cold temperature. If the engine's oil level drops low enough to allow air into
the oil system or if there is too much oil in the crankcase, it becomes aerated. The air is
injected into the lifter's high compression chamber, the lifter will become
"spongy"
since
air is compressible.
For years Valve Train engineers have studied the phenomena of aeration (oil - air
mixture) and its effect on the Valve Train system. The challenge of this investigation is to
determine the key design variables that will minimize or eliminate the possibility of the VT
system being affected by aerated fluid. According to FEV ofAmerican Industry [4], the
phenomena of free air within the lube system depends basically on the following major
factors and their interactions[4]:
Engine operating load and speed
Vehicle driving conditions
Oil temperature volume within the oil pan
Geometrical design of oil drain back system
Additives in the oil
PCV (Positive Crankcase Ventilation) system [4]
Aeration is defined in many ways. Porot, ofFrancis Institute, defined aeration as the
amount ofdissolved air, either residing on the surface of the
components'
oil system or
adhering to moving solid particles, in the form ofbubble seeds [1]. This phenomena
occurs when the main oil gallery pressure is lower than the required oil pressure (to
overcome centrifugal forces) in the supply bore to the connecting rod. This entrained air
travels with the flow of oil and at some point reaches different engine components,
including the hydraulic lifters. The amount of entrained air bubbles in an engine oil
increases with engine speed [4],
The presence of this entrained air makes the engine oil compressible, which
prevents the hydraulic lifter from transmitting the proper cam motion to the valve. This
makes the valve open and close at the incorrect timing. The cam design takes into
account a small amount of aeration (1-1.5%). Five percent (5%) aeration levels in a
direct acting hydraulic valve lifter have been known to produces significant valve train
noise. The level ofnoise is dependent on the application. Without a doubt, high levels of
aeration have a negative influence on the dynamic performance of the valve train system.
Epstein and Plesset, ofCalifornia Institute ofTechnology, define aeration in terms of air
bubbles [1]. Much of their research concentrated on the dissolved gases in the liquid
surrounding the bubbles, and the region in the solution around the bubble through which
the diffusion process takes place. Their research detailed the importance of the bubble
size in so far as it determines the interfacial area across which the mass transfer of air
molecules between the phases takes place [20]. This paper will not study aeration in terms
ofdiffusivity ofdissolved air with respect to Boyle's Law. More information on this topic
can be found in the Journal ofChemical Physics, Volume 18 number 11, November 1950,
article by P. S. Epstein and M.S. Plesset On The Stability ofGas Bubbles in Liquid - Gas
Solutions [20],
Aeration can also be expressed in terms of the behavior of air in oil and its
characteristics in terms ofbubble growth (size). Bubble diameter depends mainly on the
flow conditions and state of the gas in the bubble. Even in the studies considering the
diffusion of dissolved air in oil, little quantitative analysis has been done on this
phenomena. It is a fact that the diameter of a small bubble rising due to buoyancy in a
hydraulic oil with constant pressure and constant temperature changes linearly with time
by the influence ofdissolved air.
Aeration can also be defined in terms of the formation of foam on the surface of an
oil. In general, the degree of aeration ofoil (in %) is calculated from the formula:
AV = (Voam-Vo)100/Vo
where
Voam is the volume ofoil-air mixture,
V0 is the volume of oil without aeration
Among the many research and experiments conducted on this topic of aeration
several scenarios were proposed to identify the sources of trapped air in the lifter and
design modifications were suggested to alleviate the problem of air ingestion into the high
pressure chamber (HPC). This work does not prove that air trapped in the HPC is the
cause of the objectionable lifter "operation," but it is consistent with that supposition.
In other research, the relationship between Reynolds number and orifice discharge
coefficient was examined as a means to understand aeration in regards to density and fluid
motion. Air entrapment within lifter systems appears to be unavoidable. This is
acceptable as long as the system is robust enough so that air does not enter the high
pressure chamber (HPC).
INFLUENCES OF AERATION
The fundamental influences of aeration on the system and the degree to which a
lubricant will foam within an engine depends on the oil pressure and many other
parameters. The figure below shows the parameters that influence oil aeration and how
they are related. The important parameters are described in the layout below:
r~
Viscosity i-
Age of Oil
|| Engine Design i,
1 li
Temperature
Oil Aeration
Oil Additive
Rust/ Deposits
Oil Pressure
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Oil Level
Oil Mass
Figure 1-3: Influence parameters ofOil Aeration (Arrows indicates the direct influences
per parameters)
The layout above denotes the influences by arrows. For instance, the arrows
indicates that the oil mass influences aeration. Aeration influences oil level and
engine speed and engine mass influences air mass (See Figure 1-2). It is shown here
again to highlight the emphasizes of the influence of these parameters).
Engine Speed (See Figure 1-2): As aforementioned, the level of oil aeration will
increase with increasing speed. If the engine oil contains a high amount ofaeration,
which is probable at high engine speeds, the overall valve train stiffness will be reduced
because the valve train component with the lowest stiffness is represented by the oil
volume of the high pressure chamber inside the HEA. The high speed causes spring
surge effects due to the internal vibration, which becomes almost the same level with
the amplitude of strain from the static deflection.
Temperature and viscosity: The oil viscosity decreases due to the higher temperature.
With the lower viscosity and the increased bearing clearances the oil flow into the
engine increases too. The results are an increasing volume and velocity of the return
oil from the cylinder head and this causes a higher oil aeration level. The fundamental
effect of surface activity, the nature of the purely physical factors ofbubble size, the
viscosity of the continuous phase and the difference in density between the two phase
(liquids & gases) is expressed in Navies Stokes Law. The influence ofviscosity is
substantially as predicted by
Stokes' Law. Thus, taking the density of air as being
negligibly small compared with that of oil, Stokes Law reduces to:
v=(2r2g)/9m (1.3)
where,
v is the terminal rate of ascent of an individual bubble.
r is the bubble radius
g is the gravitational constant
The important effect ofviscosity is revealed by its sensitivity to temperature. The
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rising temperature of oils from 25C to 50C , may result in the viscosity ofvarious oil
grades decreasing by a factor of three to four.
The effect of temperature is ofgreat importance as it is the chiefmeans by which
aeration can be controlled. Unfortunately, in the vehicle, unlike in a test, it can not
be controlled.
Age ofOil: There is a high probability for the oil quality to deteriorate due to an
unfavorably high level of oil aeration. This can affect wear in the engine components.
Oil level: A higher volume ofoil (oil level) within the crankcase will increase the
residence time of the oil within the sump. A larger oil volume will then require a
longer time to completely turn over in the sump. This will allow a longer time for the
air to escape from the oil. The movement of the crankshaft could increase the amount
of oil aeration if the level of oil is too high in the crankcase.
Engine design: The design goal is to avoid excessive oil aeration. The internal design
of an oil pan should be optimized with regard to the flow of oil through the engine.
The oil pan and oil flow network should be designed to minimize aeration.
Spongy (soft) lifters results from aeration, which creates a noisy valve train due the
compressibility of the air within the fluid mixture.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
BASE CIRCLE
SPRING
RETAINER &
CAPS
CAM
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VALVE
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VALVE STEM
VALVE
SEAT
Figure 1-4: Model ofDirect Acting Valve Train Components System
The valve train system studied in this paper is the direct acting hydraulic (See Figure 1-4).
The standard valve train system included a camshaft, one or more transfer elements
between the cam and the valve, and the valve spring. The transfer element in a direct
acting hydraulic valve train system are called lifters, which have hydraulic elements within
them (See Figure 1-6). An alternative to the DAHVL is a DAMVL (Direct Acting
Mechanical Valve Lifter). The DAMVL is a bucket with shims applied on the top to
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adjust for the lash. The DAHVL has proven to be advantageous over the DAMVL
mainly due to the noise reduction characteristic and the automatic lash compensation.
The function of the valve train assembly in an internal combustion engine is to
enable and control the exchange ofgases. The valve train assembly consists ofthe intake
and exhaust valves, the springs which closes them, the cam driving assembly and the force
transmission components. The direct acting valve train converts rotarymotion of the
engine's camshaft into a reciprocal motion of the valves. The function ofthe cam is to
open and close the valves as far as possible, as fast as possible and as smoothly as
possible. The rotational motion of the cam shaft is changed to periodic linear motion of
the lifter.
The closing force for the valves is applied by the valve springs, which also
maintain control between the cam and the valves. Dynamic forces impose limits on the
cam and valve lift. The entire valve train system can be viewed as a spring/mass dash pot
system in which the conversion from stored energy causes forced vibration (See Figure 1-
5).
*F(t)
/////////////
Figure 1-5: Example of simpleMass-Spring damper system
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A valve train system with the overhead camshafts can be represented with sufficient
accuracy by a 1-mass system (consisting of the moving mass, the valve train assembly
stiffness and corresponding damping coefficients). The amount ofmovement a valve train
delivers is a matter ofhow much lash (clearance) exists within the train [1].
FOLLOWER
FOOT SPOTFACE
FOLLOWER
SHELL
HEA:
PLUNGER/BODY
CHECK
BALL
Plunger spring/
retainer ^1
, , K -v
Figure 1-6: A typical Direct Acting Hydraulic Valve Lifter Outline Drawing
Lifter: transfer element, which consist of a hydraulic element assembly, follower foot,
follower shell, and baffle (See Figure 1-4).
HEA: Hydraulic Element Assembly which consist of a check ball system, plunger and
spring and plunger retainer (See Figure 1-6).
Follower Foot: the lifter interfaces with the camshaft using a crowned surface to
accommodate cam lobe to lifter bore misalignment. In conjunction to the cam lobe having
a tapered face, the crowned surface also is used to impart a rotational moment to the lifter
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(about its axis). The underside of the foot contains a passagewaywhich transfer oil from
the toroidal secondary reservoir to the follower shell, across the top of the hydraulic
element assembly, to the primary oil reservoir in the plunger (See Figure 1-6).
Follower Shell: The outer wall interfaces with the cylinder head and provides the
envelope for the remaining components. It also transfers oil from the cylinder head oil
gallery to the internal oil reservoir by way of the O.D. groove and hole. The inner wall, in
conjunction with the horizontal web, forms the toroidal oil reservoir within the follower.
It also locates and guides the HEA body (See Figure 1-6).
Body: Interfaces with the valve tip using a crowned surface to accommodate lifter
cocking, and lifter bore to valve tip misalignment (See Figure 1-6).
Plunger: Provides an additional oil reservoir for flow through the check valve orifice in
the plunger bottom, and in conjunction with the body, forms the high-pressure chamber.
(See Figure 1-6).
Check Ball: Permits oil to enter the high pressure chamber below the plunger when the
lifter is on the cam base circle and then seals the plunger orifice to retain a rigid column of
oil during the valve opening event (See Figure 1-6).
Check Ball Spring: Aids check ball function (See Figure 1-6). Allows force to be
applied to assistance check ball in its operation.
Ball Retainer: Positions check ball and check ball spring concentric with plunger orifice
(See Figure 1-6).
Plunger Spring: Provides restoring force for maintenance of zero valve lash (See Figure
15
1-6).
CAM: Input to the system (See discussion on the input parameter).
MEANING OF LASH
It is important to understand that in a direct acting hydraulic valve train system, the
clearance between the valve train components when the valve is closed is called lash. The
total amount of compensation when the hydraulic element assembly (HEA) is completely
empty of fluid is called dry lash (See Figure 1-6). The lash is measured as clearance
between the cam base circle and the follower foot (See Figure1-4). The main purpose for
the HEA is lash compensation is for wear and thermal expansion ofvalve train
components. It is important to maintain a specific lash in the system. Lash is important to
maintain precise valve timing (smooth valve opening and closing operation). When the
lash has changed due to wear or thermal expansion an adjustment is made to the
components.
The mechanism of lash compensation is simply a series of events. The direct
acting lifter is supplied with pressurized engine oil, by way of the oil gallery in the
cylinder head, and the oil passages and reservoirs in the lifter, such that the chamber
formed by the plunger and the body (HPC) is filled with oil and has a readily available
supply of oil (LPC). When the camshaft begins to open the valve, the HPC is sealed, and
there is zero lash in the valve train. Since oil is nearly incompressible, the lifter acts as a
solid link, and the cam motion is transmitted to the valve.
This research work will focus on the dynamics ofvalve train when lash has
changed due to other factors in the direct acting hydraulic system. The zero-lash
16
condition ensures that the valve will open at precisely the same time during each valve
event. A small amount of lash is present when the valve is closed to ensure good valve
seating, which is eliminated by the lifter before the next valve event can begin. This
allows for compensation due to thermal expansion. Contact-separation is possible at 2
points in the system.
between the cam and the valve lifter
between the HEA and the valve tip
High-speed operation usually causes problems in the valve train system due to its
hydraulic nature, which is evident in the experimental data. Behaviors that occur, as a
result of these problems are valve spring surge, lifter jump-up and valve bounce. Valve
spring surge is defined as an internal vibration of the valve spring, which could cause
spring failure and loss of pre-load. Valve lifter "jump up" is defined when the inertia
force of the valve lifter is larger than the compressive force from the valve spring. That is,
the valve lifter does not keep contact with the cam. If this happens, valve motion does not
follow the prescribed cam profile. The surge of the valve spring due to the revolution of
the cam will cause clearance to be introduced in the valve train. The hydraulic element
performs the functions to adjust to eliminate the clearance (lash).
When the lifter pumps up, a loss in engine horsepower is apparent [12]. As the
cam revolves at high engine limiting speeds (approximately 1000 cam revolution per
minutes-CRPM (2000 engine revolution per minute- erpm) spring surge may prevent the
valve spring from exerting sufficient force to maintain contact of the lifter to the cam.
Valve spring surge causes coil clashes.
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The plotted diagrams (Figure 1-7 - 1-9) are illustrating lift, velocity and
acceleration. Lift values were plotted from camshaft data.
Differentiating the displacement with respect to time gives the velocity,
velocity =ds/dt (1.4)
where ds = increment of cam lift
dt = incremental time in cam degrees
Differentiating the velocity with respect to time gives the acceleration,
velocity =ds2/d2t=dV/dt (1.5)
In the simulation, only the lift displacement is plotted. However, the simulation is
written with the flexibility to provide the acceleration and velocity traces, if desired.
The valve train components can separate during high-speed operation, which is another
area of study under vehicle system dynamics. Further investigation is currently in
progress that will focus on high speed system performance in detail. Although, aeration
could create worst high speed performance, the two system behaviors are not
interdependent to each other.
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TYPICAL CAM RELATIONSHIP TO SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
Figures 1-7 and Figure 1-8 shows the displacement and velocity of the cam profile
used in this report. The acceleration is shown in Figure 1-9. Frequency components of
the cam excitations are dependent on the engine speed and harmonic amplitudes of the
cam profiles.
Typical Cam Lift Displacement and Velocity
-2-
cam angle (degree)
-r 0.25
Figure 1-7: Typical Cam Lift Displacement
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Typical Cam Velocity
CAM
Degrees
-SO
Velocity
(m/s)
Figure 1-8: Typical Cam Lift Velocity
Typical Cam Lift Acceleration
0.03 i
Acceleration
(m/mdegA2)
^0:01
Cam Angle (degree)
Figure 1-9: Typical Cam Lift Acceleration
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Cam profile are expressed in a number of ways, harmonic functions and
polynomial equations are the most popular ways. In this paper, Cam input will be
presented as a spline (cubic spline interpolation). The spline interpolates between data
points using cubic spline fits.
The cam operation is a series of events, which is explained in the following
discussion. During the cam base circle (Figure l-10a) , the check valve is closed. The
chamber spring pushes the plunger and the lifter against the cam. It also pushes the
chamber against the valve. When the cam starts to lift, the lifter follows and pushes the
plunger into the chamber (See Figure l-10b). The chamber oil pressure in it increases and
transfers the movement to the valve (See Figure l-10c). Because there is a clearance
(very small) between the plunger and the body, some leakage occurs as the pressure in the
HPC increases while the cam opens the valve. The differential pressure causes leakage
from the chamber to the reservoir through the clearance between the plunger and the
chamber. This is termed as "Leak down. " When the lift ends, the chamber volume
returns to its initial value (See Figure l-10d).
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Valve Events
[c]
Figure 1-10 (a - d):_Cam rotation and valve opening and closing events
[d]
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The valve closes and is seated. As the chamber volume returns to its initial volume, the
HPC will becomes unpressurized. This results in a pressure drop across the check valve.
The check valve opens and allows oil to flow from the oil reservoir into the high-pressure
chamber. The oil pressure and the plunger spring force act to expand the plunger relative
to the body, thereby, eliminating lash from the valve train. The valve closes under this
spring force and when the chamber pressure balances the reservoir pressure [1].
Pe = oil circuit pressure
X+z4
Leakdown
HP chamber
Leakdown
X+z5
Figure 1-11: The hydraulic model (HEA block model)
The amount of oil replenishment in the high pressure chamber will be slightly more than
that lost through leak down. If the lifter must contract, the replenishment will be less than
that lost through "leak down".
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Leak down (See Figures 1-11 & 1-12) : During the valve opening there is a variation in
the pressure chamber proportional to the force in the valve train. This pressure causes an
oil leakage through the clearance of the plunger based on time. This oil leakage can be
calculated as follows: o
As= K
8
D*rfl
A/? At 1.6:
i Force (CAM)
x\\\\\WS^?
Fluid
\\\\\WW\fl
2 > >
Fv = Force (VALVE/SPRING)
Figure 1-12: Example To Explain Leak Down
The above equation describes the flow through the clearance between cylindrical
tubes represented by the plunger and HEA body. Since the axis through the high-pressure
chamber and the plunger do not coincide with each other, there is a difference in the
calculated and true value of the oil leakage. To compensate this difference the correction
factor K is used.
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OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS
The focus of this thesis is two-fold. One focus is to develop a simulation to
predict the DAHVL system behavior due to aeration effects. A linear model is sufficient
for determining aeration effects. Another focus is to determine via experimental data the
influences of aeration on the dynamic performance of the engine.
The computer simulation was written inMATLAB to predict the hydraulic
behavior of the valve system under extreme conditions. The model is linear and was
derived from a set of equations ofmotion. Modeling in Matlab proved to be a very useful
tool to use for system simulation.
The experiment conducted was performed with a motored cylinder head on a test
stand. The aerated oil was introduced to the system by the means of aMicro Motion
Mass Flow meter. The experiment revealed similar hydraulic stiffness to the system
predicted by the model.
A statistical analysis was performed to determine the correlation and to verify that
the simulation with Matlab is a good tool for predicting valve train system behavior.
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II. THEORETICAL / EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
MODEL DESCRIPTION/ DERTVATION OF EQUATION
In this investigation a linear model was used to simulate the valve train dynamics
due to aeration effects. This thesis concentrated on the hydraulic stiffness effects on the
system dynamics. This behavior can be predicted quite accurately using a linear model.
A nonlinear model has been used in previous dynamics work, but is not necessary to see
the aeration effects. There is no doubt that adding a nonlinear model to the simulation
could make the model more sophisticated, but it does not add nor benefit the hydraulic
stiffness results, which is being affected by aeration. Some previous work was done in
the area of frequency response and high speed performance affect on system dynamics,
which constitutes more of a need to use a nonlinear model. In this thesis a nonlinear
model could be used to simulate system dynamics being affected by other characteristics,
but aeration effect is the focus. Aeration effect is only one characteristics that could
potentially change the system dynamics, and a linear model is sufficient to see this
behavior. Therefore, a nonlinear model was not provided as part of the simulation for
aeration effects. The valve train is modeled as an equivalent mass (three lumped masses).
The single-degree modeling technique was chosen because it offers several advantages.
The equation(s) ofmotion are easily incorporated in a numerical integration routine. This
model has many unknown parameters such as equivalent masses, equivalent stiffness and
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equivalent damping. The effect of these components are negligible as long as the
components remains in contact. The results in a linear system are quite accurate.
This simple linear multiple degree of freedom model is divided into mechanical,
hydraulic and physical (subsystems). The valve train model considers the assembly of
masses, spring, and dampers as mechanical . The high pressure chamber (HPC) is
calculated as a hydraulic influence to the model. The influence of air affect the system by
way of the High Pressure Chamber (HPC). The evolution of air is considered in the low
pressure chamber (LPC) due to compression, dissolution, and diffusivity, by which this air
influences the pressure in a physical sense [5].
In modeling the system, the mass is first identified. Next, the locations of the
remaining system elements are determined and forces that are exerted upon the masses are
established. The equations ofmotion was formulated using Newton's Second Law.
Figure 2-1 is a schematic the DAHVL system, showing the damping, displacement,
acceleration, and input variables.
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MODEL OF THE DAHVL VALVE TRAIN
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Figure 2-1 Schematic of the DAHVL System
Table 1: Table ofvariables used in the model
Variables Definition
k, Stiffness between cam and lifter foot
k2 Oil Stiffness
k3 Stiffness of valve stem
k4 Stiffness ofvalve spring
k5 Stiffness ofvalve seat to engine head
C| Damping between cam and lifter foot
c2 Damping ofplunger in body
c3 Damping ofvalve stem
c4 Damping ofvalve spring
c5 Damping of valve head to engine seat
Ci Damping ofDAH in bore
X Cam Input
Xl Displacement of the lifter
x2 Displacement of the valve stem tip to HEA foot
x3 Displacement of the valve seat in relation to engine head
M^m! Mass of lifter follower and plunger
M2+m2 Mass ofHEA body and valve stem
M3 Mass of valve head
Figure 2-1 can be described in terms of equation ofmotion, expressed as::
[M](d2x/dt2) + [C](dx/dt) + [K]x = f(t ) (2.1)
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DERIVATION OF SYSTEM EQUATIONS:
The formulation of system equations are derived from the following discussion. The
component equations and lumped masses are assembled into global systems of equations.
The equation ofmotion is expressed as:
d2 d
M-^-x(t)+Cx(t)+Kx(t)=f(t) (2.2)
dr dt
If it assumed that the system is initially at rest, the initial conditions can be stated as
x(0) = 0 and x(0) = 0. Therefore, the x's are known initially, x=[x]: xl5x2,X3 = 0.
Damping forces are dependent on the velocities of each component. The simulation was
implemented using MATLAB utilizing linear equations. MATLAB integrates numerical
analysis, matrix computation, signal processing, and graphics in an easy-to-use
environment where problems and solutions are expressed just as they are written
mathematically - without traditional programming (See Appendices).
In the model, the cam lifter and valve are attached at the HEA body (lifter) and top of
the valve spring respectively as lumped masses. Due to these components being very
stiff compared to other parts in the overall system (engine), the deformation of these
components are insignificant.
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Equations of Motion
Fk^ = k}(x - Xi)
Fc\ = Cj(i - xi)
Fct =ci(xl)
Fk2 =k2(xl -x2)
Fc2 = c2(xl -x2)
-Fu -Fr -FP(Mi+mOx^F^+F^-F^
(Ml+mx)x\=kl(x-x{) + cl{x-xl)-ci(xl)-k2(xx -x2)-c2{Xl -x2)-FP (2
1X
^
E7
c2
r
M2 + m2
Yx2 .. A L A I
Ffc2 = k2(x{ -x2)
Fc2 = c2(xl -x2)
Fk3 =k3(x2)
Fc3 = c3(x2)
Fk4 = k4 (x2 -x3)
Fc4 = c4(x2 -x3)
FP=P*A
+YJFx={M2+2)x2
(M2+m2)x2=Fki +FC2 +Fkj +FCj -^ -Fc^ +FP
(M2+m2)x^=k2(xl-x2) + c2(xl-x2) + k3(x2) + c3(x2)-k4(x2-x3)-c4(x2-x3) + P*A
(2
Ft F R F
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Fk4 =
Fc4 =
Fk5 =
Fc* =
k4(x2 - x3)
c4(x2 - x3)
k5(x3)
c5(x3)
i I
j
Fk FcK5 cs
+Y.FX = M3x3
(M3)x3 = -Fk -F +Fk +FC
M3x\ -k4(x2- x3)- c4(x2- x3)+ k5(x3)+ c5(x3) (2.5;
The system equations are solved by a 4-th order Runge - Kutta integration routine
with automatic step size control to maintain accuracy and stability [24].
TRANSFORMATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS INTO STATE
SPACE FORM
The equations ofmotion (equations 2.3 to 2.5) were transformed with the following
assignments so that an equation of the form 2.6 could be derived and inputted into the
simulation:
Z = [C]z + [Dly
1 and 2 :
xl = zl
xl = il = z2
Cj(z2) k2(zx-z3) c2(z2-z4) Azx
(Mi + mi) (,Mx + n\) (Mi +md (Mx+m{) (Mx + ml) (Mx+m\)
(2.6)
(2.7;
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3 and 4:
*2=*3
*2 = h = ZA
=f
^4(^2 + ^3 + ^4) g3(*2 + *3 + *4) , c2^2) , M*l) , C^) , *4^s) PA (2.8
(M2 + m2) (M2 + m2) (M2 + m2) (M2 + m2) (M2 + m2) (M2 + m2) (M2 + m2)
5 and 6 :
*3=z5
x3 = Z5 = Z6
z4c4 z34 z6(c4-C5) z5(^4 + A5) (2.9
X3 = Zg = 1
M3 M3 M3 M3
SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation was performed over a wide range of engine operating speeds from
500 to 2000 rpm and aeration percentages from 0 to 40%. The experiment was run at the
same conditions. The simulation prediction of the system behavior revealed good
correlation ofhydraulic stiffness effects. The simulation plots of the results are attached
in the appendices. Figure 2-2 shows an example of the simulation output.
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Simulation ofValve Train Dynamics forO% Aeration at 500RPM
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Figure 2-2 Plot of the lifter and HEA displacement - no fluid effect
The simulation shown in Figure 2-2, reveals no hydraulic stiffness effect on the system
The components are hydraulically in contact with each other. There is no evidence of lift
loss, which indicates the hydraulic stiffness effect by decreasing the maximum
displacement. The high speed tend to affect lift loss as seen in the simulation plots, which
is also evident with actual dynamic data (See Figure 2-5 & 2-20). Lift loss can be defined
as the maximum lift at 0% aeration minus maximum lift at desired % aeration. When
aeration is in the HPC, the maximum lift decreases due to the compressibility of the
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hydraulic fluid (stiffness), preventing fully capable lift. The effect of this parameter is
calculated in the simulation as k2 (SeeWritten program output in the Appendix). At high
speeds, the CAM appeared to open and close the valve faster, much like aeration affect on
the cam profile input to the system at low speeds. For instance, in Figure 4-14, at 1%
aeration for 2000 rpm, the lift loss and valve opening time was affected, as seen in the
experiment. The simulation predicted the lift loss and valve opening time of the DAHVL
system. The simulation did not predict the nonlinear responses of the system, such as
valve bounce, valve spring surge, as seen in the experiment (See Table 2). At high speed
valve trains often exhibit strange dynamic performance due to the nonlinear system
characteristics, very detailed information is needed to understand these component
behaviors [2].
The dynamic effects of the actual valve motion closely follows the kinematics
motion, with some variation due to static deformation. Attached in the appendices are the
various computer simulated plots (Figures 4-1 -4-19). On the plots, the affect of the
inertia forces between the direct acting hydraulic valve lifter and the cam is indicated by
separation between the curves, which also reveals lift loss. In Figure 2-2, the lifter and
HEA displacement curve shows no separation. The curves are identical in magnitude,
which means the inertia effect of the lifter is negligible, depending on the speed.
When the engine speed is relatively low, it is clear that the kinematics effects are
dominant in the valve train behavior. Figure 2-3 plot of the linear simulation for 1%
aeration at 500 rpm reveals similar behavior to Figure 2-2, no lift loss indicated. The
interface between the lifter foot (mechanical stiffness) and cam input are compared for lift
loss characteristic. When the system is affect, these plots do not overlay, but rather reveal
separation indicating hydraulic effect on the system via lift loss or faster cycle time.
The biggest disadvantage to this simple simulation is its inability to predict high
speed system behavior accurately. As a continuation to this study, a finite element analysis
to predict high speed valve train nonlinear behavior, will be employed to look at overall
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system dynamics.
Simulation of Valve Train Dynamics for 1% Aeration at 500RPM
0.04 0.06
time(sec)-
0.12
Figure 2-3: Simulation ofValve Train Dynamic at a 1% percent Aeration @ 500 RPM
In the simulation it is assumed that the aeration level for the numerical analysis is
calculating the air fraction in the DAHVL that's affecting the dynamics due to the HPC.
Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, indicates the simulation is stable system. As expected, there
should be no lift loss at the initial condition state. The lift loss influenced by the fluid
affects on the system is relative to the initial conditions. Shown in Figure 2-4, the aeration
level did not affect the system dynamics at idle (500 engine rpm). The system remained
stable at the higher aeration levels at idle condition of 500 engine rpm..
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Simulation ofValve Train Dynamics for 30% Aeration al
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Figure 2-4: Simulation example at 500 rpm with 30% aeration
In Figure 2-5, the simulation was run at 2000 rpm for 1% aeration. The maximum
lift and cycle time was reduced, indicating mechanical and hydraulic stiffness being
affected. This revealed the influence of cam speed on aeration in a DAHVL. The
maximum lift and opening time is reduced at 2000 rpm (Note the cycle time difference in
Figure 2-5 from Figure 2-1). At 1% aeration at 500 rpm, the valve opening time is
approximately 0.04 seconds, whereas at 1% aeration at 2000 rpm, the valve opening time
is faster at approximately 0.0105 seconds. The simulation reveals that the opening time is
reduced at 2000 rpm for 1% aeration of approximately 74 % . Other simulation revealing
aeration level versus engine speed was run revealing similar system behavior. The
influence of aeration on the system became more prevalent at the high speeds and more
intense with higher levels ofair, where the stiffness is more affected.
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Simulation of Valve Train Dynamics for 1% Aeration at 2000RPM
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Figure 2-5: Simulation ofValve Train Dynamic at 1% percent Aeration at 2000 RPM
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Smulafjon ofValveTrain Dynamics for 30%Aeration at 2000RPM
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Figure 2-6: Simulation ofValve Train Dynamic at 30% Aeration at 2000 rpm
Shown in Figure 2-6 the maximum lift and cycle time at the 30% aeration level, is
affecting the dynamics. As shown in Figure 2-5, at 2000 rpm, lift loss was revealed at
1^'aeration similar to the 30% aeration plot. The lift loss was due to both the affect of
the mechanical and hydraulic stiffness at the high speeds. There appears to be some
attenuate vibration effect due to speed. This is due to the limitation of the linear model
capability. The nonlinear effects on the system are more prevalent at high speeds. The
cycle time appears to be affected, indicating the valve is opening faster and harder,
thereby slamming close sooner. The slamming is evident doing the experiment at closing
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seating velocity (See Figure 2-7).
Closing Point Angle
Seating Velocity
2000
Cam Speed - CRPM
Figure 2-7: Experimental Data OfClosing Seating Velocity Versus Engine Speed
The hydraulic stiffness is affected by aeration and mechanical stiffness is affected
by the high speed. It can be seen that at the beginning and end of the lift. The cycle time
appears to be faster than at the 30% aeration 2000 rpm simulation than at 1% aeration 500
rpm. Thereby, concluding that both aeration and speed have an impact on the system.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS / TEST APPARATUS
Figure 2-8 Test Set Up on the Durability Stand
The test was conducted with aMotored Cylinder Head (MCH) on a test stand.
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Figure 2-9: Block Diagram of test set-up (above)
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Shown in Figure 2-8, the durability stand used to perform the dynamic test. The
stand is set up to perform at engine parameters and conducive of engine conditions. It is
used to determine engine's motor cylinder head performance.
This fixture consists of an engine blockwithout crankshaft, pistons, connecting
rods, flywheel, ignition system, spark plugs and manifold. The motored cylinder head
was taken offvehicle and mounted to the stand. An encoder was installed on the stand to
record the cam revolution signals from the camshaft. The camshaft, system input, is
assembled inside the motored cylinder head. The valves opens and closes simulating an
actual engine cycle. A proximeter is assembled to the valves, to record the valve lift
(displacement), a force signal to measure maximum force (240 N), and an accelerometer
to record the valve train natural frequency (which is around 2200 Hertz).
Valve Accel FFT - 600 to 1200 by 50 CRPM
0.0040
0.0035
0.0030
ID
o
= 0.0020
E
<
0.0000
500 1000 1500 2000
Frequency - Hertz
Figure 2-11 : Example of the Natural FrequencyMeasured Test Output
3000
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Shown in Figure 2-11 is the natural frequency measured using the waterfall
analysis (internal divisional method) was used. The parameters that can be adjusted are
variables of speed, cam load, oil temperature resulting in stress, unbalanced forces, and
injurious chemical reactions.
The measuring device used in this study to determine the aeration level is called a
Micro MotionMeter. This system measures flow rates inmass flowed per unit time. The
Micro Motion Meter method can be described as the following: The body mass typically
remains the same when subjected to variation in temperature and pressure. This
apparatus formeasuring mass flow deals directly with the quantity ofmatter and not the
space it occupies. The Micro MotionMeter is a device that has the ability to weigh fluid
in motion. The mass flowmeter consists of a U-shaped flow tube enclosed in a sensor
housing connected to an electronics measuring unit. Inside the sensor housing the U-
shaped flow tube is vibrated at its natural frequency by a magnetic device located at the
bend in the "U." The vibration covers less than a tenth of an inch and cycling at eighty
hertz. Shown in Figure 2-12 is a diagram of the
"U"
tube cycling.
0
Figure 2-12: Vibrating Sensor Tube With Axes ofRotation
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As the fluid moves through the tube it is forced to take on the vertical movement
ofthe tube. When the tube is moving upward during halfof its cycle, the fluid flowing
into the meter resists being forced up by pushing down on the tube (shown in Figure 2-
13).
R-R
Driving
Force
t
Figure 2-13: End view ofSensor Tube Showing Fluid Forces
The fluid is forced upward flowing out of the meter resists having the vertical
motion decreased by pushing up on the tube as shown above (Figure 2-13). This causes
the tube to twist as shown above; End view of flow tube showing twist. During the
second half of the tube vibration cycle, as the tube is moving downward, it twist in the
opposite direction. Thereby, based on Newton's Law the amount of twist is directly
proportional to the mass flow rate of the fluid flowing through the tube. Magnetic sensors
located on each side of the flow tube measure the tube velocities, which change as the
tube twists. These sensors feed the information to the electronics unit where it is
converted to voltage proportional to the mass flow rate [11].
F = 2m<y x v (2.10)
As the tubes vibrates about the o-o axis (See Figure 2-12), the forces create an
oscillating momentM about axis R-R, with radius r, which is expressed by:
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M = F1r1+F2r2 (2.11)
The fluid inlet and outlet vectors are opposite in direction. The forces Fl and F2
exerted by the fluid on the inlet and outlet legs are opposite in direction but equal in
magnitude. The moment M causes an angular deflection or twist, 0, of the sensor tube
about axis R-R, which is at its maximum at the midpoint of vibrating tube travel (See
Figure 2-13). However, the deflection due to M is resisted by the spring stiffness of the
sensor tube.
The test data acquisition system used to perform the dynamics test is called VTS
(Valve Train System, which is based on a computer programming software called
LABVIEW. LABVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) is a
powerful instrumentation and analysis programming language for PCs running Microsoft
Windows, Sun SPARC stations, Apple Macintosh computers, and HP-UX workstations.
LABVIEW's graphical programming language is
"G"
, by which one can program in a
block diagram notation. After creating a block diagram program, LABVIEW complies it
into machine code. LABVIEW integrates data acquisition, analysis, and presentation in
one system. For acquiring data and controlling instruments, LABVIEW supports RS-
232/422, IEEE 488 (GPIB), and VXI, including VISA (Visual Instrument Software
Architecture) functions, as well as plug-in data acquisition (DAQ) boards.
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TEST HARDWARE:
One 4-cylinder DOHC 1.6L MCH
Average Valve spring mass = 34 gr.
Average Intake Valve mass = 41 .74 gr.
Average Exhaust Valve mass = 34.30 gr.
Avg. Exhaust assembly mass (valve stem + spring + caps + spring retainer) = 84.60 gr.
Avg. Intake assembly mass (valve stem + spring + caps + spring retainer) = 90.50 gr.
Cam mass (measured vertically on the scale) = 1.6421 kg
Engine oil: 5W30 (5 weight, viscosity 30 multi-grade oil)
The camshaft is a ten journal design with the center journal positioned between the
intake and exhaust ofCylinder #2 (Five journal set perMCH side).
The simulation could not revealed the valve train motion at the valve bounce (See
Figure 2-14 experiment data), the amplitude ofwhich rapidly increases in high speed
operation due to fact it is a linear model. Valve bounce is a system characteristic that is
evident due to aeration effects.
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Example 2-14: Example ofValve Bounce in Dynamic Testing @ 10% Aeration
In the experiment, because of the positive acceleration at
the opening and closing side,
the inertia force of the lifter adds the compressive force to the
contact force. In the
simulation, the only fluid effect that could be
compared to the experiment was the
hydraulic stiffness (which indicates the aeration impact to the
system).
It is obvious that the opening and closing of the valve is
affected by aeration.
This could be seen in both the simulation results and the
experiment. The experiment
was conducted at 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 crpm with 0 to 40% aeration.
The results
indicated aeration effect occurred at 2000 crpm at 1% aeration and
thereafter as speed
increases. The results revealed hydraulic effects evident by lift loss and valve opening
time.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION COMPARISON
The mathematical model developed for this system considered both mechanical and
hydraulic stiffness. The model intent was to simulate the effects of aeration in the direct
acting hydraulic valve lifter. To validate the model, experiments were conducted on a
motored cylinder head with induced oil and air mixture. In the experiment, the valve head
acceleration, valve head displacement (proximeter) and the force effect between the HEA
and the valve stem were measured by specific sensors. Shown in Figure 2-1 5 ( a - d) are
the initial measurements taken prior to experiment.
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Figure 2-15 a: Measured Valve Lift Displacement
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Figure 2-15 b: Measured Valve Lift Velocity
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Figure 2-15 d: Measured Valve Lift Acceleration
In the experiment, it appears that the internal vibrations of the valve train are
almost decayed before starting the next cycle at low speed operation. The internal
vibration of the valve spring often cause serious dynamic problems at high speeds. Due to
nonlinearity, the residual vibration in the valve springs is not completely decayed at high
speed operation [18]. The focus of the experiment was to determine the valve train
dynamic response of the direct acting valve train system with various levels of aeration. In
the experiment, different designs changes were implemented and tested to see the fluid
effect on system dynamics. The purpose was to identify a design feature that could
potentially reduce the fluid effects on the system.
The experimental analysis of the dynamic data follows the criteria below. The
simulation was hard to determine capability based on experimental criteria. The criteria
are included as reference to the experiment only.
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Valve Seating Velocity:
Maximum dynamic valve seating velocity should be kept below 30 in/sec for good stable
at closing events, ensuring quiet operation and durability. This is a standard used by many
valve train engineers. The limit is determined from experiments. This specification is
used to define the valve train capability.
Oil Aeration: Five percent (5%) aeration level by volume at atmospheric pressure is
enough to impact the valve train limiting speed. This aeration level, at the typical engine
oil pressures, will truncate the profile sufficiently to negate opening and closing ramp
function.
Valve Train Noise: An increase in overall noise of low pitch to a high pitch ticking will
indicate limiting speed. A noise increase of this magnitude is indicative ofa loss of
mechanism control.
The model predicted the aeration effect on the system as it compared to the experiment
results by the maximum lift. The acceleration and velocity profiles were not simulated
with the model for comparison to the experiment. The overall results ofthe experimental
and simulation revealed good correlation with respect to hydraulic stiffness effect. The
objective of this investigation was to determine the dynamic performance of the DAHVL
under normal (0 to 1% aeration) and extreme (10 ~ 40 % aeration) circumstances at 500
to 2000 crpm.
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Figure 2-16: Experimental data taken, display from test scheme.
In the experiment, the valve opening was deduced from proximity and force
signal, which appeared to be very sensitive to aeration and high speed. In the experiment
and the simulation, aeration effect was revealed by valve opening faster and lift loss. In
the experiment , the opening time begins to decrease rapidly at low aeration, because of
constant velocity
ramps'
sensitivity to lift losses due to air (little lift on a "long time").
The valve stem force is, also, very sensitive to the vanishing of ramps. Evidence of this
can be seen in the experiment (lift loss and valve opening angle) and is indicated in the
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simulation via lift loss and faster cycle time.
In both cases, experimental and simulation, the influence of air appears to be more
relevant at aeration levels above 5% and high speeds (1000 and above). The system
remained stable throughout the experiment and simulation from 0% to 40% aeration .
During the experiment, at high speeds, signs ofvibration effects and lift loss were evident
(See Figure 2-20). The same effect was noted in the simulation by lift loss and faster
cycling time (See Figures 4-15 through 4-19 in the appendices). As the engine speed
increases, there are deviations of the valve motion from the kinematics motion. Maximum
valve displacement during high speed operation is larger than that at low speed. This
behavior cannot be explained without assuming component separation. The valve bounce
phenomenon was observed at high speed operation in the experiment data (Figure 2-14).
There is no direct measurement of aeration in the low pressure chamber. Any
experimental curve is thus presented with the value of aeration in the oil supply.
A waterfall analysis was conducted to determine the spring vibration effects, to determine
the natural frequency. The natural frequency was found to be approximately 2200 Hertz
(See Figure 2-11) The frequency was calculated using the raw data.
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In the experiment, another indication of aeration effect on the svstem is seen bv
the opening time over a specified period of time. Shown in Figure 2-17. is 40 minutes
of measured data at a constant idle speed (several engine cycles). Eight samples were
tested and averaged then plotted. This was conducted to determine the aeration effect
over a period of time at a constant speed. The purpose is to determine the robustness of
the design's capability to vent induced air over time (design feature). In the simulation
onlv one cvcle at a time is measured, therefore this behavior could not be determined
using the model. The experiment, also, revealed that under aerated oil conditions, when
the oil below the HEA plunger becomes compressible, the lifter becomes spongv
causing the valve to seat faster, which produces noisv lifters.
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The following comparison between the simulation and experiment were made:
In the Figures 2-18 through 2-20, the simulation and experimental data reveals similar
behavior at 1% aeration no impact on the system. Note the similar opening times for
both the simulation and experiment. The prox sensor for the valve in the experiment
had a limited range and full lift could not be displayed. The important point to note is
the opening time for the similar as compared to the experiment The curves appears to
overlay, indicating good comparison between the experimental and simulation. . All
the components appear to be hydraulically in contact with each other.
Experimental versus Simulated Results
Comparison Plot of1%@ 500 rpm
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Figure 2-18: Plot of the experimental & simulated @ 1% aeration for 500 rpm
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When aeration was increased at higher speed, the hydraulic stiffness of the system
was affected (See Figure 2-20). The simulation and experimental results appears to
overlay, revealing good correlation. Note that the opening time became faster in the
experiment and the simulation cycle time became faster, as well.
2 DO
Experimental versus SimulatedResults
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Figure 2-19: Comparison graph of the simulation/experiment at 5% aeration (500 RPM)
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Experimental versus Simulated Results
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Figure 2-20: Comparison graph of the simulation/experiment at 10% aeration
It can be assumed, based on the test results and simulation, that too much aeration
and/ or high speed affects the valve train system dynamic. This paper does not focus on
the impact ofdesign changes to make the valve train system more robust to aeration
effect. However, an experiment was conducted to determine which design features
attribute to the aeration effects on the valve train system dynamics. The design feature of
the DAHVL, spotface, (See Figure 1-5 for spot face illustration) was modified by
reducing flow area. This was done to determine the design optimization contribution to
making the system robust to aeration effects. The spotface change made the valve train
more robust to aeration effects.
Shown in Figure 2-21, is the experimental data revealing the effect of the change in
the system robustness to aeration. The original spotface flow area was 12mm . It was
reduced to 2.5mm2. It appears the system robustness to aeration (fluid effect) improved
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when the flow area of the spot face, denoted as A2, was decreased.
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Figure 2-21: Design Change Effect On System Robustness (experiment)
Figure 2-21 shows the time to fill the HPC. The faster it takes to fill the HPC, the
less opportunity for air to be ingested into the lifter before it reaches maximum lift (See
Figure 2-21). Then the lifter could reach maximum lift without the subjection of air. This
provides better system dynamics performance cycle to cycle. In the simulation A2 was
provided as a typical parameter in the simulation, but was not utilize. The simulation
would have to be modeled nonlinear in order to see the true effects due to A2 in terms of
diffusivity and bubble radii. A linear model can be used to reveal the effect of changing
the orifice size, which does not give a true understanding of the hydraulic effects. The A2
value was included in the text for reference only, in the event, that nonlinear
characteristics were added to the simulation. Based on experimental results, the flow area
should be considered as a feature inherent in the design that could improve the system's
robustness to aeration effects.
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Table 1 compares Experiment and Simulation results.
Table 1 : Table o dynamic test characteristics [Simulation and Experiments 1
RPM %
AERATIO
N
K2 HYDRAULIC
STIFFNESS
(AERATION EFFECT)
(N/mm)
Beff
(Effective
Modulus)
kPa
Simulation
Max
Lift(mm)
Valve
Opening
Time (sec)
Experiment
Max Lift
(mm)
Difference
(mm)
IDLE 0 7.6xl06 2329200 8.607 0.04 8.617 0.01
500 1 4.2 xlO6 130620 8.5745 0.0405 8.575 0.0005
500 5 4.2 xlO6 130620 8.5745 0.0405 8.575 0.0005
500 10 2.9 xlO6 901% 8.5777 0.0405 8.575 -0.0027
500 20 1.8 xlO6 55173 8.5747 0.041 8.575 0.0003
500 30 1.3 xlO6 4030400 8.5743 0.041 8.575 0.0007
500 40 3.1 xlO6 1034600 8.539 0.042 8.575 0.036
Average
of 500
> 2.9 xlO6 911935 8.5691 0.041 8.575 0.006
1000 1 6.6 xlO6 2036360 8.5743 0.0215 8.575 0.0007
1000 5 4.3 xlO6 130620 8.5745 0.0215 8.493 -0.0815
1000 10 2.9 x10s 90196 8.557 0.0215 8.475 -0.082
1000 20 1.8 xlO6 55713 8.557 0.0215 8.403 -0.154
1000 30 1.3 xlO6 43040 8.507 0.022 8.3777 -0.1293
1000 40 1.3 xlO6 31572 8.493 0.022 8.3777 -0.1153
Average
of 1000
> 3.1 xlO6 397917 8.5438 0.022 8.450 -0.094
2000 1 6.6 xlO6 203630 7.45 0.0105 7.5 0.05
2000 5 4.3 xlO6 130620 7.395 0.0105 7.45 0.055
2000 10 2.9 xlO5 90196 7.395 0.0105 7.295 -0.1
2000 20 1.8 xlO6 55713 7.395 0.0105 7.3 -0.095
2000 30 1.3 xlO6 40304 7.2345 0.0105 7.15 -0.0845
2000 40 1.3 x10s 31572 7.395 0.0105 7.24 -0.155
Average
of 2000
> 3.1 xlO6 92006 7.3774 0.0105 7.323 -0.055
5000 1 6.6 xlO6 203630 4.575 0.00467 5 0.425
5000 5 4.3 xlO6 130620 4.55 0.0045 4.869 0.319
5000 10 2.9 xlO5 90196 4.55 0.0045 4.825 0.275
5000 20 1.8 xlO6 55713 4.55 0.0042 4.52 -0.03
5000 30 ' 1.3 xlO6 40304 4.5 0.0042 4.521 0.021
5000 40 1.3 xlO6 31570 4.45 0.004 4.4 -0.05
Average
of 5000
> 3.1 xlO6 92006 4.5292 0.004345 4.689 0.16
The simulation results, engine speed and aeration level influence the valve opening and lift
loss is presented in table 1 .
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Figure 2-22: Graph of the maximum lift versus aeration level per
engine speed.
Shown in Figure 2-22 is a graphical representation of the correlation in maximum lift
between the simulation and experimental results at various speeds and aeration levels. The
graph shows that the engine speed influences the maximum lift. The overall average
differential between the simulation and actual data was 0.004 millimeters. This was
determined by averaging the differential for maximum lift per each speed and aeration
scenario. The simulation result appears to closely match the experimental results.
Table 2 presents the differential between the simulated and experimental result.
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TABLE 3: Experimental and Simulations deviation analysis
OBS Speed
(crpm)
%
Aeration
Level
Test Data Correlation
Deviation
(Sim-Exp)
Simulation
References
Experimental MATLAB
Simulation
Maximum
Lift (mm)
Maximum
Lift (mm)
1 500 Input 8.617 8.607 0.01 Figure 4-1
2 500 1 8.575 8.5745 0.0005 Figure 4-2
3 500 5 8.575 8.5745 0.0005 Figure 4-3
4 500 10 8.575 8.5777 -0.0027 Figure 4-4
5 500 20 8.575 8.5747 0.0003 Figure 4-5
6 500 30 8.575 8.5743 0.0007 Figure 4-6
7 500 40 8.575 8.539 0.036 Figure 4-7
8 1000 1 8.575 8.5743 0.0007 Figure 4-8
9 1000 5 8.493 8.5745 -0.0815 Figure 4-9
10 1000 10 8.475 8.557 -0.082 Figure 4-10
11 1000 20 8.403 8.557 -0.154 Figure 4-1 1
12 1000 30 8.3777 8.507 -0.1293 Figure 4- 12
13 1000 40 8.3777 8.493 -0.1153 Figure 4-13
14 2000 1 7.5 7.45 0.05 Figure 4-14
15 2000 5 7.45 7.395 0.055 Figure 4-15
16 2000 10 7.295 7.395 -0.1 Figure 4-16
17 2000 20 7.3 7.395 -0.095 Figure 4-1 7
18 2000 30 7.15 7.2345 -0.0845 Figure 4-18
9 2000 40 7.24 7.395 -0.155 Figure 4-19
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Table 4 is the statistical analysis of the simulation to the experiment to determine the
validity of the simulation being used to predict the DAHVL system behavior.
TABLE 4: T-Test Statistical Analysis OfThe Experimental Versus Simulated Results
T-Test: Two-Sample
Experimental Simulated
Mean
Variance
Observations
Pooled Variance
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
df
tStat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail
8.142210526
0.33698762
19
0.330745876
0
36
-0.257165637
0.399257562
1.688297289
0.798515125
2.02809133
8.19019474
0.32450413
19
Notice the t-stat value is within the accept hypothesis region
Because the observations are less than 30, the T-test statistical analysis could be
employed to determine the significant difference between the simulation and actual test
data (experimental). In table 4, T-stat is less than t critical (two tail analyses), therefore
the conclusion drawn is that there is no significant difference between the simulated
results and the experimental results. The statistical null hypothesis in accepted.
Therefore, as seen in the statistical analysis, the valve lift (displacement) simulation
predicted good experimental results. Thereby, concluding that the MATLAB simulation
can be used to predict the hydraulic stiffness (aeration effect) of the DAHVL system for
valve lift (displacement).
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III. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the test revealed that the hydraulic stiffness of the system was
affected by aeration, evidence seen in both the experimental and the simulation.
1 . At 500 rpm from 0-40% aeration minimum effect was seen
2. At 1000 rpm, from 5% aeration and up the hydraulic stiffness was affected as
seen via lift loss and opening time became faster (indicating valve opening
sooner and closing sooner). The opening time directly affects the valve
timing and precision, therefore affects the dynamic performance of the system.
Unlike, the experimental results, the simulation did not reveal the nonlinear
characteristics of the system. However, in the experiment, valve bounce, valve spring,
and the effect ofhard closing velocity were revealed. Considering these results, an
experiment to explore ways to reduce this effect was conducted. The flow area of the
spot face in the lifter was reduced, thereby decreasing the aeration effects.
Based on the statistical analysis, the simulation results are insignificantly
different from the experimental results. Matlab is a good tool to use for modeling the
DAHVL valve train system to predict aeration effects.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that bubble size radii in oil-air be study to understanding this
area ofaeration. The diftusivity and bubble radii of aerated oil directly affect the
DAHVL dynamic performance.
Other parameters that could be studied to assist in that understanding are the
following:
Leak down
Check Valve behavior
High Cam Speed
Pressure evolution in chamber
Air bubbles radii in oil reservoir
Although, the design parameter that optimized the dynamic performance could not be
reproduced with simulation, it was evident in the experiment. It is recommended a
nonlinear model be derived to predict the overall system behavior. Design optimizations
of the system to reduce aeration effects should be further studied.
Nonlinear work is currently being implemented in a model, such as this one, to
better simulate the nonlinear dynamic characteristics of the system. This will assist in
better engine dynamic performance predictions.
Other Recommendations to consider are the following;
Because valve train dynamics are nonlinear, the frequency domain should be
considered and for identification ofhigh speed valve train dynamics. Therefore, more
detailed research should be done for nonlinear system identification.
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This study does not include a detailed analysis of the valve spring, but is
recommended to have due to the nonlinear significance it has on the valve train
dynamics. The valve spring is compressed to almost 50% of its initial length, geometric
properties such as effective number of active turns may be changed during operation.
Coil clashes and damping ofnested springs can also be sources ofnonlinearity. It is
recommended to investigate these nonlinear properties in detail in future studies.
It recommended that the automotive supplier of lifter be design conscious of the
variable parameters, such as, the flow area of the spot face in the follower (See Figure 1-
5). Optimizing this parameter inherent in the design, optimizes the dynamic
performance of the engine to be robust to aeration.
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MATLAB SIMULATION (WRITTEN PROGRAM DETAIL)
%Matlab Simulation: - MESSY2.M
%This file imposes the initial conditions and solve simultaneously
%The equations ofmotion from file messy1 l.m
global kl k2 k3 k4 k5 cl c2 c3 c4 c5 Ml ml M2 m2 M3 ci A
global xin yin delt rpm x PP Phpc F
0/0/ ****************************** ************************* *******
%TERMS FROM THE MODEL DEFINED:
rpm=500
%The stiffness for k2 can be calculated as the following:
Do = 14.5%mm
Di= 11.0%mm
A = (pi*DiA2)/4
va =0.05% ofair (This is 5% aeration. It changes based what is desired to be
simulated for aeration level)
vt =100 %mmA3 %total volume
v= 0.3 % Poisson ratio
Bo = 1.2e+06 % at 100 degrees Celsius in kPa
Pa = 14.9*6.985 % air pressure (kPa)
Ba= 1.4*Pa
EE= 2.070* 10A6%(YOUNG'S MODULUS for plunger)MPa
T = 2.0 % foot thickness in mm
Be = l/((2/EE)*((((l+v)*(DoA2))+((l-v)*(DiA2)))/((2*T)*(Do+Di))))
Betf= l/(( l/Bc)+(l/Bo)+((va/vt)*(1/Ba-1/Bo)))
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k2 = (BefP(AA2))/Vhpc %Calculations (oil stiffness = (Beff*AA2)/Vhpc + hea plunger to
foot stiffness N/mm
k3= 62500000.0%(STJJTNESS OF VALVE STEM) N/mm
k4= 47580%(stiftness ofthe spring (spring rate)) N/mm
k5= 0 %(Valve head to seat stiffness, when moving=0)N/mm
cl= 2%(STJJFFNESS BETWEEN FOOT AND HEA) N-sec/mm
ci = 0. 8%viscous damping ofDAH foot in boreN-sec/mm
c2= 1 %(damping ofplunger body in baffle N-sec/mm
c3= 276%(DAMPING OF VALVE STEM)+VALVE GUIDE DAMPINGN-sec/mm
c4= 250%damping coeffofthe spring N-sec/mm
c5= 0% damping coeffofthe valve head to the seat N-sec/mm
%%********************************************************************
Ml=
.0591 %(MASS OF LIFTER - follower) in kg
ml=
.0059 %(MASS OF THE PLUNGER+BALLMASS) in kg
M2= (.070/2)+0.0215 % MASS OF VALVE STEM/2 plus valve cap in kg
m2 = .0090 %(MASS OF THE plunger BODY) in kg
M3 = 0.0565 %(MASS OF VALVE HEAD) %(DAMPING COEF OF SEAT) in kg
%HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS:
%These parameters are included for reference only
PP = 210 %gallery pressure, kPa (30 psi)
0^/ **********************************************************************
% Check Ball Flow parameters
A2 = 2.5 %mmA2 %orifice area (function of the ball position and ball seat radius) mm2
%For additional information only, no impact on the outcome
F=240 %Porce during check ball event, which helps define the hpc pressure at that time.
Phpc = (0.5926*A2)% provided for reference only
Pd = PP-Phpc %pressure ACROSS the orifice (force ofplunger x area) % provided for
reference only
Pdl = Phpc-F/A
%Input function and cam deflection is at 180 deg
%load real data.txt
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load dynl000.txt;
xin = dynl000(:,l); %cam degree
yin = dynl000(:,2); %cam displacement
xin = xin + 180;
delt = 0.0005
z0=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; % initial conditions
0^********************************************************,,*************
%CONTROLLING PARAMETERS:
%
t0=0.0; %start of integration
tf= 60.0/rpm; %end of integration
tspan = [tO tfj;
%
clear t z;
%
[t,z] = ode45('messyl l',tspan,z0); % Numerical Analysis Integrator for D.E
%
clear x xx yl yld xdel yldelt;
ntot = length(t);
fori= Lntot
x(i)= 6.0*rpm*t(i);
xx = x(i);
ifxx<105
yl(i) = 0.0; yld(i) = O.OdO;
elseifxx > 255
yl(i) = 0.0; yld(i) = 0.0;
else
xdel =xx + delt;
yl(i) = interpl(xin, yin, xx,'spline');
yldelt = interpl(xm,yin,xdel,'spline');
yld(i) = (yldelt -yl(i))/delt;
end
end
% Plotting
elf;
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grid;
xlabel('
time(sec)-');
ylabel('xl and x3 - mm1);
rpstring = num2str(rpm);
rpmstr=setstr(rpstring);
titstr=['Simulation ofValve Train Dynamics for ',rpmstr,'RPM];
title(titstr);
legend('Cam Input',Lifter foot/Cam','VAlve seat/Engine Head',0);
MESSY1.M
function ydot = messy1 l(t,y)
%This file contains the equations ofmotions that describe the system
%This file also contains the variables
global kl k2 k3 k4 k5 cl c2 c3 c4 c5 Ml ml M2 m2 M3 A rpm P ci xin yin delt
global PP F
0/**********************************************************************
F = 240; % For reference only
x=((rpm*6)*t);% opening angle degree of the cam (function of time)(t)
ifx < 105
zl=0.0; zld=0.0d0;
elseifx>255
zl=0.0;zld = 0.0;
else
*
xdel = x + delt;
xvec = [x xdel];
zvec = INTERPl(xin,yin,xvec,'spline');
zldelt = INTERPltxir^yir^xde^spline');
zl = zvec(l);
zld = (zvec(2) - zvec(l))/delt;
end
%Equations Section:
%
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ydum(l)=y(2);
ydum(2) = ((cl/(Ml+ml))*zld)+((kl/(Ml+ml))*zl)-((c2+cl+ci)/(Ml+ml))*y(2)-
((kl+k2)/(Ml+ml))*y(l)...
+(c2/(Ml+ml))*y(4)+(k2/(Ml+ml))*y(3)+((y(7)*A)/(Ml+ml));
ydum(3) =y(4);
ydum(4) = -(((c2+c3+c4)/(M2+m2))*y(4))-
(((k2+k3+k4)/(M2+ni2))*y(3))+((c2/(>12+rri2))*y(2))+((k2/(M2+m2))*y( 1 )). . .
+((c3/(M2+m2))*y(6))+((k3/(M2+m2))*y(5))-((y(7)*A)/(M2+m2));
ydum(5) =y(6);
ydum(6) = -((c3+c5)/M3*y(6))-(((k3+k5)/M3)*y(5))+((c3/M3)*y(4))+((k3/M3)*y(3));
ydum(7)=350; %kpa
ydot=ydum';
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SIMULATION PLOTS
Figure 4-1 Plot of500 crpm @ 0% aeration
Figure 4-2 Plot of 500 crpm @ 1% aeration
Figure 4-3 Plot of 500 crpm @ 5% aeration
Figure 4-4 Plot of 500 crpm @ 10% aeration
Figure 4-5 Plot of 500 crpm @ 20% aeration
Figure 4-6 Plot of 500 crpm @ 30% aeration
Figure 4-7 Plot of 500 crpm @ 40% aeration
Figure 4-8 Plot of 1000 crpm @ 1% aeration
Figure 4-9 Plot of 1000 crpm @ 5% aeration
Figure 4-10 Plot of 1 000 crpm @ 1 0% aeration
Figure 4-1 1 Plot of 1 000 crpm @ 20% aeration
Figure 4-12 Plot of 1000 crpm @ 30% aeration
Figure 4-13 Plot of 1 000 crpm @ 40% aeration
Figure 4-14 Plot of2000 crpm @ 1% aeration
Figure 4-15 Plot of2000 crpm @ 5% aeration
Figure 4-16 Plot of2000 crpm @ 10% aeration
Figure 4-17 Plot of2000 crpm @ 20% aeration
Figure 4-18 Plot of2000 crpm @ 30% aeration
Figure 4-19 Plot of2000 crpm @ 40% aeration
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Frequency Analysis (a), 0% Aeration
Example of Experimental Data Output (a), 0% Aeration
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MATLAB SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
MATLAB is a technical computing environment for high-performance numeric
computational and visualization. MATLAB integrates numerical analysis, matrix
computation, signal processing, and graphics in an easy-to-use environment where
problems and solutions are expressed just as they are written mathematically - without
traditional programming [24].
The nameMATLAB stands formatrix laboratory. MATLAB was originally written to
provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK
projects, which together represent the state of the art in software for matrix computation.
The analysis was based on the operator ODE23/45, which is an higher order method for
integrating a system ofordinary differential equations using
4th
and
5th
order Runge -
Kutta formulas. ODE23 and ODE45 are functions for the numerical solution ofordinary
differential equations. They can solve simple differential equations or simulate complex
dynamically systems.
A system ofnonlinear differential equations can always be expressed as a set of first order
differential equations:
f/(x.O
where x is the state vector, t is (usually) time, and/is a function that( returns the state
derivatives as a function ofx and t
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NONLINEAR VALVE TRAIN DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
According to Dojoong Kim's research ofDynamic and Optimal Design ofHigh
Speed Automotive Valve Trains [2], steady state valve spring reaction force is a major
source ofnonlinearity in the valve train. The cam lifter is assumed to be a rigid body.
Valve train components can separate during high speed operation due to spring
surge, which is the major source ofnon linearity in the system. The nonlinear properties
can be modeled by stiffness and damping which are dependent on displacement.
Typically, the valve train influenced by aeration exhibit non linear behavior such as
valve bounce, spring surge, and dynamic valve rebound. These characteristics are chaotic
and unpredictable.
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Valve Train Configurations
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Management Systems
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DISCUSSION ON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Internal Combustion Engine Sequence ofEvent
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Figure 4-20 Engine Schematic
In spark-ignition (SI) engines the air and fuel are usually mixed together in the intake
system prior to entry to the engine combustion chamber, using a carburetor or fuel
injection system. In automotive applications, the temperature of the air entering the intake
system is controlled by mixing ambient air with air heated by contact with the exhaust
manifold. The ratio ofmass flow ofair to mass flow of fuel must be held approximately
constant at about 15 to ensure reliable combustion. The carburetor (fuel injection) meters
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an appropriate fuel flow for the engine air flow in the following manner. The air flow
through the venturi (a converging -diverging nozzle) sets up a pressure difference between
the venturi inlet and throat which is used to meter an appropriate amount of fuel from the
float chamber, through a series of orifices, into the air flow at the venturi throat. Just
downstream of the venturi is a throttle valve or plate which controls the combined air and
fuel flow, and thus engine output.
Burned
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Figure 4-21: Sequence of event in four-stroke spark - ignition engine operating cycle.
Cylinder pressure,p (solid line -firing cycle; dashed line - motored cycle), cylinder
volume V/Vma* and mass fraction burned jq, are plotted against crank angle.
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Shown in figure A5 is the sequence of events which takes place inside the engine cylinder.
The figure shows the valve timing and volume relationship for a typical automotive SI
engine. Several variables are plotted against crank angle through the entire four - stroke
engine cycle. Crank angle is a useful independent variable because engine processes
occupy almost constant crank angle intervals through the entire four stroke cycle.
A.4.1 The Four -Stroke cycle internal combustion engine process:
The four stroke engine cycles consist of a sequence of events. An air/fuel mixture is
sucked in on the INTAKE stroke, pushed it into a tightly squeezed mass on the
COMPRESSION stroke, ignites it on the POWER stroke and scavenges (pushes out) the
burned gases on the EXHAUST stroke.
TDC BDC TDC BDC TDC
0 180" 360"
Crankposition and angle
2000
Figure 4-22: Sequence ofevent in Four-Stroke spark ignition operating cycle
Timing of these events is expressed in terms of degrees of crankshaft rotation, for a total
of 720 degrees of rotation for the four cycles to occur. The camshaft is directly related to
the crankshaft in a 1 :2 ratio so the cam rotates at one half of the crankshaft speed. So,
one cam revolution takes place during two crankshaft revolutions.
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Intakes Valve Opens (TVO):
The intake valve should open when the piston reaches TDC(top dead center) to begin its
trip downward, sucking in a fuel/air charge. However, this is not the case, there is some
time lag due to the low velocity of the air/fuel charge in getting into the cylinder. So, the
intake valve is opened before the piston reaches TDC (this is why the piston is still coming
up on its last part of the exhaust stroke. The greatest benefit of the early valve opening is
to allow the engine to breathe longer and receive more air and fuel into the cylinder.
Exhaust Valve Closes (EVC):
The intake early opening combined with the exhaust closing late, constitutes the overlap
period. After the piston has passed TDC of the overlap period (which means the exhaust
cycle has ceased and the intake cycles has begun), the exhaust valve is still left open.
Intake Valve Closes (IVC):
This is the time the engine is trying to get as much air/fuel as possible into the cylinders
before the compression cycles starts. The more air/fuel that is in the cylinder when the
spark plugs fire, the more powerful the fast burn will be. Everything is timed. The intake
valve closes after the piston has reached BDC(Bottom dead center). Theoretically, when
the piston reach BDC the compression stroke has begun and if there are any leaks in the
cylinder, the pistonwill push the charge right out that leak.
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Exhaust Valve Opens (EVO):
The intake valve closes then the piston swings upward on its compression cycle
compacting the air/fuel mixture contained in the cylinder to approximately l/12th of its
original volume (compression ratios 12 to 1). However, different manufacturers have
different compression ratios. Just before the piston reaches TDC the spark plugs fires (at
38 degrees BTDC - advanced curve).
The power stroke is only as long as the exhaust valve stays shut. The function of the
exhaust valve opening timing has the least effect on the engine's torque curve than all the
other three functions. Now, between 10 and 40 crank angle degrees before Top Dead
Center (TDC) an electrical discharge across the spark plug starts the combustionprocess.
A distributor, a rotating switch driven offthe camshaft, interrupts the current from the
battery through primary circuit of the ignition coil. The secondary winding of the ignition
coil, connected to the spark plug, produces a high voltage across the plug electrodes as
the magnetic field collapses. A turbulent flame develops the spark discharge, propagates
across the mixture of air, fuel, and residual gas in the cylinder, and extinguishes at the
combustion chamber wall. About two-third of the way through the expansion stroke, the
exhaust valve starts to open. The cylinder pressure is greater than the exhaust manifold
pressure and a blow down process occurs. The burned gases flow through the valve into
the exhaust port and manifold until the cylinder pressure and exhaust pressure equilibrate.
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The duration of this process depends on the pressure level in the cylinder. The piston than
displaces the burned gases from the cylinder into the manifold during the exhaust stroke.
The exhaust valve opens before the end of the expansion stroke to ensure that the blow
down process does not last too far into the exhaust stroke. The actual timing is a
compromise which balances reduced work transfer to the position before BDC (Bottom
Dead Center) against reduced work transfer to the cylinder contents after BDC [4].
The exhaust valve remains open until just after TDC(Top Dead Center); the intake opens
just before TDC. The valves are opened and closed slowly to avoid noise and excessive
cam wear. To ensure the valves are fully open when the piston velocities are at their
highest, the valve opens periods often overlap. If the intake flow is throttled to below
exhaust manifold pressure, then back flow ofburned gases into the intake manifold occurs
when the intake valve is first opened (See Figure A.4.2: Sequence of events in four -
stroke SI engine operating cycle) [14]. During the circulation in an internal combustion
engine, the oil serves to lubricate the components, keeping the engine free of rust and
deposits, seal the piston rings and valves against leakage of combustion gases, and cool
the hot internal surface [4]. If the engine oil contains a high amount of free air, the impact
of this aeration on an internal combustion can be catastrophic to the engine.
One of the greatest challenges for the engine manufactures is finding a way to meet the
challenge of an aerated environment. In pursuit of this goal, the automotive industry have
orchestrated methods to measure and visualize the aerated engine oil.
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TEST PROCEDURE:
1. Installed lifters in theMotored CylinderHead (MCH) empty and measured dry lash
2. Removed lifters and filled with oil, then re-assembled into theMCH
3 . Checked lash between the cam; lifter foot (using feeler gages) should be solid.
4. Set the test up (See Figures 2 and 3)
5. Warm-up MCH /stand and oil supply to 248F (120C) while cycling theMCH at idle
(500 crpm) to circulate oil throughout.
6. Set the pressure to 20 psi into theMCH
(NOTE: gallerypressure dropwas observedand logged)
7. Ran a typical dynamics test according to the Test Matrix in Table 2.
8. Took data using a data acquisition system called TEAC (Followed TEAC manual
operational procedure):
=> Connected wires to prox and accel to the recorder and oscilloscope
SIGNAL
CONDITIONERS
SIGNAL
RECORDER ?
OUTPUT APPARATUS computer
InterfacesCYLINDER
HEAD
?
Figure 4-23: Block Diagram of Set-up
9. Recorded aeration data by following Test Procedure #6145, sections on Dynamics
AerationMeasuring System (DAMS) jProgram Operation Instructions, Acquiring
TestData real-time
=> To verify/ the accuracy of the equipment used to measure aeration levels, the
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air volume was also measured using the beakermethod- bothmethods agreed
BEAKERMETHOD USINGA GRADULATED CYLINDER:
While fluid was flowing with the specified percent ofaeration mixture, placed a
granulated cylinder open-end in the flow path on the outlet side of theMCH.
Collected a sample of the aerated mixture to a desired volume (recorded initial
volume)
Covered open end cylinder with a thermoplastic lid
After settled, recorded non-aerated fluid level (recorded final volume).
Calculated the percent change in volume (some error is assumed due to
operator's error in collection)
10. Ran MCH at idle until achieved stable pressure and temperature. Recorded data for
5 minutes @ 0% aeration, prior to start of test - Baseline.
1 1 . Ran dynamics test according to TestMatrix submitted:
Note: ObservedNoisy lifters andmeasured sponginess after each evaluation with a
feeler gage (didnot record spongy value, only an attribute significance was noted)
=> Ingested air into theMCH according to test matrix/schedule for desired
percentage (NOTE: Aeration was stable before taking data.)
=> AERATION (a). IDLE at a specific percent (i.e. 0% to 30%)
=> Took dynamic data in 5 minute intervals for 20 min. (observed closing
velocity, opening and closing velocity and duration ofthe valve)
=> Increased aeration level (percent)and took data in 5 minute intervals to 20
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minute.
=> Repeat taking data at 5 minute intervals for 20 min. until all lifters were
tested.
=> Followed test matrix for specified aeration percent and lifter type until all
lifters were tested
=> Record time to get noisy and time to quiet
AERATION (a). DYNAMIC SWEEP at a specific percent (i.e. 0% and 40%)
=> Ran a full dynamic sweep from 500 crpm to 1 500 crpm (or until valve
bounce was detected) for each lifter at each % aeration according to the
test schedule(observed closing velocity, opening and closing velocity and
duration of the valve).
=> Followed test matrix for specified aeration percent and lifter type until all
lifters were tested.
=> Record time to get noisy and time to quiet
DATA COLLECTION/ OUTPUT:
Dynamics traces ofdynamic sweep from 500 crpm to 3500 crpm
Graphs ofeach transducer: Closing velocity, Opening/Closing; Valve Opening
duration across speed range
Graphs of the induced aeration traces at idles for each lifters over a time range.
ASCII data is transferred to an excel spreadsheet for manipulation and put in tabular
form.
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